MODEL 1700

Material Measuring Meter

For Flexible Material 1/8” to 2” Diameter +/- 1/2% Accuracy.

Measurer installs on most cable machinery or stands 5/8” diameter mounting pin included (not shown)
Standard Features:

The ReelPower’s 1700 series measurers are designed durable, easy to use, and highly accurate. Spring tension pinch roll design provides constant pressure on the material throughout the measuring process, providing accuracy within .5%.

Options:

- Electronic Counter with Programmable Presets and Relay Outputs
- Remote Read-Out Desk Kit & Stand
- Metric Counters
- Integral Cutters
- Measuring Stands
- LH & RH Side Load Feature

Service:

ReelPower’s measuring recalibration and loaner service extends the useful life of your measurer, while re-establishing accuracy! Reducing your investment costs while improving your overall profitability.